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Introduction

Soon after the enactment of legisla
tion on extended fisheries jurisdiction,
serious shortcomings in the quality of
the data base on commercial fisheries
for rockfish made it apparent that an
intensive survey of rockfish resources
would be desirable. The problems to be
addressed in implementing such a sur
vey were the subject of discussion at a
3-day workshop held at the Northwest
and Alaska Fisheries Center, National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), in
January 1976 (Gunderson!).

As a direct result of that workshop, a
pilot survey of rockfish in Monterey
Bay, Calif., and Queen Charlotte
Sound, British Columbia, was con
ducted in 1976 to examine and improve
the techniques used in rockfish surveys
(Gunderson and Nelson2). A full-scale

'Gunderson, D. R. 1976. Proceedings of the first
rockfish survey workshop, January 20-22, 1976.
Unpub!. manuscr., 16 p. Northwest and Alaska
Fisheries Center, NMFS, NOAA, 2725 Montlake
Blvd. E., Seattle, W A 98112.
'Gunderson, D. R., and M. O. Nelson. 1977.
Preliminary report on an experimental rockfish
survey conducted off Monterey, California, and
in Queen Charlotte Sound, British Columbia,
during August-September 1976. Unpub!. manu
scr., 82 p. Northwest and Alaska Fisheries
Center, NMFS, NOAA, 2725 Montlake Blvd.
E., Seattle, WA 98112.

ABSTRACT-The methods employed
during the demersal (bollom trawling)
phase of the 1977 rockfish survey and in
obtaining catch and biological data during
the demersal and pelagic (hydroacoustic
midwater) phases are outlined. Geographic
and bathymetric trends in the abundance
and species composition of the demersal
rockfish community are discussed, and the
results of the demersal and pelagic surveys
are compared. Biomass estimates (50- to
250-fathom or 91- 10 457-m depth zone) are
given for the dominant rockfish species in
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survey of rockfish resources from Pt.
Hueneme, Calif., (tat. 34'OO'N), to
Cape Flattery, Wash.,3 (tat. 48"29'N)
was subsequently undertaken in 1977.
This survey represented a cooperative
effort between NMFS, Washington
State Department of Fisheries, Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife,
California Department of Fish and
Game, Oregon State University, Uni
versity of Washington, and Polish Sea
Fisheries Institute (Gdynia, Poland).

The survey was subdivided into two
major task forces, one carrying out a
pelagic (hydroacoustic/midwater
trawl) survey, while the other con
ducted a demersal (bottom trawl) sur
vey. The objectives of the survey were
to collect data necessary to: 1) Estimate
the demersal biomass for the major
species taken in bottom trawl hauls; 2)
estimate the biomass of pelagic fish
aggregations; 3) determine the species
composition of pelagic fish aggrega
tions; 4) determine the size composition
of key rockfish species, Pacific whit
ing, Merluccius productus, and sa
blefish, Anoplopoma fimbria, in bot
tom and midwater trawl catches; 5) de
termine the age composition in the
catches of both types of trawls for

3The United States-Canada equidistant line was
taken as the northern boundary of the survey area.

each statistical area of the International
North Pacific Fisheries Commission
(INPFC).

Canary rockfish, Sebastes pinniger
(26,000 t), yellowtail rockfish, S. flavidus
(23,000 I), and Pacific ocean perch, S.
alutus (15,000 I), dominated the rockfish
biomass in the Vancouver and Columbia
INPFC areas. Rockfish biomass was low in
the Eureka area (aboul4 ,000 t in the 50- to
250jathom zone) but increased again to the
south. The rockfish biomass in the Monterey
and Conception INPFC areas was domi-

selected' 'target" species (Pacific whit
ing; chilipepper, Sebastes goodei;
bocaccio, S. paucispinis; shortbelly
rockfish, S. jordani; splitnose rockfish,
S. diploproa; yellowtail rockfish, S.
fiavidus; canary rockfish, S. pinniger;
and Pacific ocean perch, S. alutus); 6)
determine the acoustic target strength
of Pacific whiting and selected rockfish
species; 7) characterize oceanographic
conditions prevailing in the survey
area; 8) determine genetic relationships
between rockfish stocks in different
areas; 9) determine sizes at maturity
and length-fecundity relations for
selected rockfish species; and 10)
examine the distribution and abundance
of cephalopods.

A significant amount of work has
proceeded along the lines of the basic
objectives since the completion of the
1977 rockfish survey and has been
summarized in a series of separate re
ports. This paper describes the basic
methodology used during the demersal
survey and summarizes the results of
that survey.

Methods

The survey was conducted during 4
July-27 September 1977 and began off
Pt. Hueneme, Calif. By beginning in
the south, the survey off California
coincided as closely as possible to the
June-mid-August period when chili
pepper and bocaccio were reported to

Donald R. Gunderson, formerly with the North
west and Alaska Fisheries Center, National
Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA, 2725
Montlake Boulevard E., Seattle, WA 98112, is
now with the Fisheries Research Institute, Uni
versity of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195. Ter
rance M. Sample is with the Northwest and
Alaska Fisheries Center, National Marine
Fisheries Service, NOAA, 2725 Montlake
Boulevard E., Seattle, W A 98112.

nated by shortbelly rockfish, S. jordani
(320,000 t), splitnose rockfish, S. diploproa
(10,000 t), chilipepper, S. goodei (9,000 t),
stripetail rockfish, S. saxicola (7,000 I),
and bocaccio, S. paucispinis (6,000 t).
Shortbelly rockfish were found to be princi
pally pela!?ic in their distribution; less than
10 percent of the stock was encountered
during the demersal survey.

The precision of most biomass estimates
for rockfish was relatively low because of
the highly contagious spatial distribution
characterizing most of these species.

Marine Fisheries Review
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Figure I.-Geographic sampling strata for the 1977 rockfish survey,
= normal trackline density (10 nautical miles or 18.5 km spacing), H =
high trackline density (5 nautical miles or 9.3 km spacing). Stippling
denotes untrawlable bottom. Biological sampling strata are indicated
by the brackets.

at 5-nautical-mile (9.3-km) intervals,
beginning at the point where the
deepest contour turned perpendicular to
the coast, and ran between 100-fathom
(183-m) contours.

Along each trackline, the number of
stations to be sampled in each of the
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be most available to commercial trawl
ers in that area. The survey off
Washington and northern Oregon took
place during late August-late ':.-:;p
tember, a period when the availability
of Pacific ocean perch to bottom trawls
is at a peak (Gunderson, 1977).

The survey area was subdivided into
14 geographic strata (Fig. I) on the
basis of historical fisheries patterns.
Each of these was further subdivided
into four depth strata (50-99, 100-149,
150-199, and 200-250 fathoms or 91
181, 183-272, 274-364, and 366-457
m) since it was known that rockfish
abundance, species composition, and
size composition all vary with depth.
Those areas that were known to pro
duce high catches of rockfish were sing
led out for intensive, high density sam
pling (designated by an H in Figure I).
Four untrawable areas (36°00' 
36°16' N, 36°30' -36°38' N, 36°46'
36°51' N,and40016'-40025' N)were
delineated, and no attempt was made to
trawl in those areas or to estimate the
biomass of demersal stocks inhabiting
them. Thirteen biological sampling
strata were designated (Fig. I) so that
the distribution and intensity of sam
pling of otoliths, tissues for genetic
studies, and ovaries for fecundity
studies could be specified.

On the basis of an analysis of alter
native survey design strategies using
data from the 1976 pilot survey
(Lenarz4 ), a systematic series of
tracklines were selected every 5 nauti
cal miles (9.3 Ian) in strata selected for
high-density sampling and every 10
nautical miles (18.5 Ian) in other
strata. This was done by choosing a
single starting point at Cape Flattery,
then proceeding south along the 50-fm
(91-m) contour at the appropriate in
tervals. All tracklines were drawn per
pendicular to the 50-fm (91-m) con
tour.

Supplementary tracklines were
added in Juan de Fuca and Astoria can
yons where the isobaths turned perpen
dicular to the coast. These were chosen

'Lenarz, W. H. 1977. Comparison of random,
stratified random, and systematic sampling for
rockfish. UnpubL manuscr., 19 p. Southwest
Fisheries Center, NMFS, NOAA, 3150 Paradise
Drive, Tiburon, CA 94920.
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Figure4 .-Dandyline and wing-tip bobbin configuration used on the Nor'Eastern
otter trawl.

Figure 2.-Nor'Eastern otter trawl (m =
meshes). Footrope = 105 '; headrope =
90 '; circumference = 632 m/S"; inter
mediate = 3.S"mesh, #60 twine, 105 m
around, 60 m long; codend = 3.S"mesh,
#96 twine, 105 m around, 120 m long;
liner = 1.25" mesh. #18 twine, 300 m
long.

Starr Jordan. Although vessel size and
horsepower differed (see following ta
ble), all vessels employed similar
doors, dandylines, and trawl gear and
attempted to maintain a trawling speed
of 3 nautical miles per hour (5.6 km/
hour).

Table 1.-Number of demersal trawl stations
occupied during the 1977 rockfish survey by
INPFC' area and depth stratum.

Sampling
No. of density

Depth range Area usable (km' per
(fathoms) (km') hauls station)

Vancouver Area
50- 99 2.843 32 88.8

100-149 803 17 47.2
150-199 385 14 27.5
200-250 193 7 27.6

50-250 4.224 70 60.3

Columbia Area
50- 99 10.547 104 101.4

100-149 2,322 51 45.5
150-199 1.680 33 50.9
200-250 2.193 40 54.8

50-250 16.742 228 73.4

Eureka Area
50- 99 2.451 20 122.6

100-149 600 14 429
150-199 494 13 38.0
200-250 488 12 40.7

50-250 4.033 59 68.4

Monterey Area
50- 99 5.396 78 69.2

100-149 978 43 22.7
150-199 818 44 18.6
200-250 817 41 19.9

50-250 8.009 206 38.9

Conception Area
50- 99 1.486 28 53.1

100-149 1,213 29 41.8
150-199 872 19 45.9
200-250 1.159 25 46.4

50-250 4.730 101 46.8

1 International North Pacific Fisheries Commission.
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This procedure was repeated whenever
a new depth stratum was encountered
and concentrated the sampling effort
along the continental slope to a far
greater extent than a random sampling
design (Table 1). The precise location
of the stations was chosen by dividing
the trackline section into n equal seg
ments and choosing the desired number
of stations at random, with the con
straint that no two stations be closer
than 2 nautical miles (3.7 km).
Rockfish are frequently most abundant
in marginally trawlable areas, and if
there seemed to be even the slightest
chance of completing the station, it was
included in the survey. A search radius
of I nautical mile (1.9 km) was allowed
around untrawlable stations, but search
time was not allowed to exceed 0.5
hour at each station. All survey hauls
were 0.5 hour in duration.

Bottom trawling was conducted by
the chartered stern trawlers Pacific
Raider, Tordenskjold, and Commando
and the NOAA research vessel David



and n e = number of effective degrees
of freedom (Cochran, 1962).

Results

The relative abundance (kilograms
caught per kilometer trawled) of the
dominant rockfish species encountered
during the demersal survey is shown
geographically in Figures 6-14, and by
INPFC area and depth in Table 2.

Three distinct regions can be used to
describe the patterns of demersal
rockfish distribution observed during
the 1977 survey. The most northern re
gion extended from Cape Flattery to
Cape Blanco (Vancouver and Colum-

data were usually obtained for each
target species if 10 or more individuals
were caught in a haul.

Biomass estimates for the predomin
ant species in each survey area were
obtained by depth and geographic
stratum from:

- A-
B· =---.!. CPUE, a I

where fj i is the estimated biomass in the
ith geographic/depth stratum, A i is the
total area within that stratum, a is the
area swept per kilometer by a trawl with
a 44-foot (13.4-m) horizontal spread,
and CPUE i is the average catch per unit
effort (CPUE, kg/km) in the stratum,

I nj
based on ni hauls (CPUEi = - I

ni j= I

CPUE i). These biomass estimates
were then summed across all h strata to
obtain a biomass estimate fj for each
International North Pacific Fisheries
Commission (INPFC) statistical area
(Fig. I) along the Pacific coast. On the
assumption that the survey stations
within each stratum were randomly dis
tributed with respect to the fish popula
tions and that total biomass estimates
are normally distributed around the ac
tual biomass for that '!.rea, 90 percent
confidence limits for B were approxi
mated by:

fj ± t (90,n
e

) (Var in I/,

where Var fj =}, (:i)2 Var (CPUEj),

Var (CPUE i )

There were small differences in the
weight of the trawl doors employed by
the four vessels (1,000-1,250 pounds or
454-567 kg) and in the length of the tail
chains/sweeplines used to attach the
doors to the dandy lines (8-18 feet or
2.4-5.5 m), but other differences were
minor. All four vessels employed a
Nor'Eastern5 otter trawl (Fig. 2) with
the roller gear and dandyline configu
ration shown in Figures 3 and 4. Mea
surements of the operating characteris
tics of the Nor'Eastern trawl were
obtained by using an acoustic measur
ing device (Wathne, 1977) and indi
cated that the Nor'Eastern trawl has a
horizontal sweep (wing tip to wing tip)
of 44 feet (13.4 m) and a vertical open
ing (at the center of the headrope) of29
feet (8.8 m) when rigged and towed as it
was during the survey.

Processing of a typical trawl catch
obtained during the survey is outlined
in Figure 5. All catches less than about
2,500 pounds (1,134 kg) were dumped
directly from the cod end into a sorting
table, then sorted into baskets by
species. Up to nine of these baskets
were then weighed to the nearest 0.5
pound (0.2 kg) on a platform scale and
the total weight caught extrapolated
from them. Catches larger than the
2,500-pound sorting table capacity
were subsampled using the cargo net
system described in Hughes (1976),
then processed in a similar fashion.

Once the catch (or the sample of the
catch) had been sorted by species,
biological samples were obtained to de
termine the size composition of all
"target" species (Pacific whiting; sa
blefish; bocaccio; chilipepper; short
belly rockfish; splitnose rockfish; ca
nary rockfish; yellowtail rockfish;
darkblotched rockfish, S. crameri; sil
vergray rockfish, S. brevispinis; and
Pacific ocean perch) by sex. Each
biological sample was obtained by tak
ing an equal proportion from the first,
middle, and last row of baskets sorted
(after Westrheim, 1967) and usually
consisted of up to 200 fish. For all

"Mention of trade names or commercial firms
does not imply endorsement by the National
Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA.

I Totol catch I
weighed with dynamometer

!
Select a sample I
using the cargo net

Unsompled !fraction
- broiled ISampled fraction j I

overboard - sort into baskets by species

I \
Non-torget species Target specIes
- weigh each basket - select a subsomple
- count the number of (- 200 fish) for

fish in 1- 2 baskets biological data
If time allows - weigh each oasket

Sablefish , dorkblotched, ~/.--l-
and srlvergray rockfish Most
- sex and measure all fish torget

in the subsomple specIes

Age/size/sex sample~'-J
( 100 fish) Size/sex sample
- sex, measure,and ('100 fish)

remove on otolith - sex and measure
from each fish each fish

Figure 5.-Typical processing of a
catch greater than 2,500 pounds.

species other than sablefish, dark
blotched rockfi sh, and sil vergray
rockfish, a portion of the biological
sample was further sampled for
otoliths, as time allowed. This was
done either by randomly picking one
half of the baskets in the biological sub
sample (making certain that an equal
number of baskets came from the first,
middle, and last portions sorted) or by
removing a fixed number of fish from
the top of each basket. Otolith collec
tions were usually geared to the size of
the catch, with the objective of collect
ing the bulk of the otoliths for a given
species from the largest catches made in
the area.

Only a minor amount of effort was
spent processing catches of nontarget
species, although the number of fish
caught was determined for small
catches. Mean weight was determined
for larger catches as time allowed by
counting the number of fish in one or
two baskets, then weighing them. The
mean weight data were then used to
estimate the total number of fish caught
for that species.

Estimates of the number caught were
almost always obtained for the target
species, either by direct count or by
extrapolating the mean weight of indi
viduals in the length-frequency sample
to the entire catch. Length-frequency

ni(ni- 1)
-- 2

(CPUEij-CPUEi)

ni
L

j= 1
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Figure 6.-Distribution and relative abundance of Pacific ocean perch off Washington, Oregon, and California, 1977.
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bia INPFC areas) and was characterized
by a canary-yellowtail-silvergray as
semblagein 50-99fathoms(91-181 m),
a Pacific ocean perch assemblage in
100-199 fathoms (183-364 m), and a
Pacific ocean perch-rougheye, S. aleu
tianus-shortspine thorny head , Sebas
tolobus alascanus, assemblage in 200
260 fathoms (366-475 m). Silvergray
rockfish were confined to the most
northerly portions of the survey area,
and were most abundant in the Van
couver area.

The Cape Blanco-Cape Mendocino
region (Eureka INPFC area) was a re
gion of very low rockfish abundance.
Yellowtail and stripetail, S. saxicola,
rockfish dominated the rockfish as
semblage in the 50- to 99-fathom (91
to 181-m) zone, while darkblotched
and splitnose rockfish dominated from
100 to 260 fathoms.

The third region, Cape Mendocino to
PI. Hueneme (Monterey and Concep
tion INPFC areas) was characterized by
a shortbelly-chilipepper- bocaccio-

stripetail assemblage in the 50- to 99
fathom (91- to 181-m) zone and a split
nose assemblage in the 200- to 260
fathom (366- to 475-m) zone. The in
termediate depth zone (100-199
fathoms or 183-364 m) seemed to be an
area where the splitnose assemblage
gradually replaced the assemblage in
habiting the continental shelf. The
abundance of rockfish varied substan
tially within this region, with catch
rates being much higher in the Mon
terey INPFC area than they were to the
south (Table 2).

Although shortbelly rockfish domi
nated the demersal biomass of rockfish
in the Monterey area, results from the
hydroacoustic survey indicate that the
bulk of this stock is found in midwater.
The area between Monterey Bay and
San Francisco Bay (Fig. 12) was clearly
indicated as the area containing the
most significant concentrations of
shortbelly rockfish during the demersal
and pelagic surveys, but the estimated
midwater biomass in this area (295,000

t) (Northwest and Alaska Fisheries
Center6 ) was over 10 times greater
than the demersal biomass for the en
tire Monterey area (Table 3).

Biomass estimates for the dominant
rockfish species encountered during the
1977 survey are shown in Table 3. In
addition to the species mentioned pre
viously, several additional species
made up a major portion of the biomass
in certain areas. Widow rockfish,
Sebastes entomelas, redstripe rockfish,
S. proriger, and bocaccio made up a
significant portion of the biomass in the
Cape Flattery-Cape Blanco region
(Vancouver and Columbia INPFC
areas), and were most abundant in the
50- to 99-fathom (91- to 181-m) zone.
Darkblotched and sharpchin rockfish,
S. zacentrus, contributed significantly

6Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center. 1978.
Cruise results, NOAA R/V Miller Freeman.
Cruise No. MF-77-02, July 12-September 30,
1977. UnpubL rep., 19 p. Northwest and Alaska
Fisheries Center, NMFS, NOAA, 2725
Montlake Blvd. E., Seattle, WA 98112.
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Table 2.-Catch per un~ effort (kg/km) obtained during the 1977 rockfish survey by INPFC' area and depth zone (fathoms). Quantities less than 0.1 kg/km are not shown.

Vancouver Area Columbia Area

114.6 52.0 13.6

(86.3) (67.4) (51.1)

Principal species
of commercial
importance

Pacific ocean perch
Yellowtail rockfish2

Canary rockfish
Silvergray rockfish
Darkblotched rockfish
Shortspine thornyhead
Bocaccio
Chili pepper

Subtotal
Percent of total

rockfish catch

50·99

0.9
58.2

104.1
71.4
0.2

8.2

2430

(89.5)

100-149

101.2
3.0
0.1
7.2
0.3
2.0
0.8

150-199 200- 260

45.0 9.0

3.7 0.8
3.3 3.8

All
depths
comb.

35.4
26.9
46.8
33.9

1.0
1.5
3.9

149.4

(86.4)

50-99

1.5
15.4
9.9
0.1
1.0
0.9
0.9

29.7

(76.2)

100-149

26.5
2.2
2.8
2.1
4.5
2.7
1.9

42.7

(69.8)

150-199

16.6
0.2
0.2

3.4
5.5
0.1

26.0

(72.2)

200-260

3.1

1.3
3.0

7.4

(56.5)

All
depths
comb.

9.6
7.5
5.2
0.5
2.2
2.3
09

28.2

(72.5)

50-99

0.1
3.6
0.2

0.1
06
4.6

(54.8)

Eureka Area

100-149 150-199 200-260

3.2 2.2 0.1
0.3

7.4 4.1 0.9
1.5 0.4 0.3
0.2

12.6 6.7 1.3

(76.8) (35.8) (48.1)

All
depths
comb.

1.3
1.3
0.1

2.8
05
0.1
0.2
63

(55.3)

Other prominent rockfish
Splltnose rockfish
Shortbelly rockfish'
Stripetail rockfish
Sharpchin rockfish
Redstripe rockfish
Widow rockfish'
Rougheye rockfish

Subtotal
Percent of total

rockfish catch

All rocktish comb.

02

1.1
9.9

15.2
0.1

26.5

(9.8)

271.6

1.1 19.0

5.9 0.2
2.6
2.8
0.9 3.1 7.5

13.3 22.3 7.5

(10.0) (28.9) (28.2)

132.8 77.2 26.6

4.2 0.1 3.1 3.8 0.6

02 0.5
2.0 1.1 10.0 1.2
~1 ~3 1~

~5 02 ~8 ~3

1B 02 ~2 1.7 15
20.4 7.1 15.6 7.0 4.1

(11.8) (18.2) (25.5) (19.4) (31.3)

172.9 39.0 61.2 36.0 13.1

1.4

0.2
2.9
2.6
0.3
1.0
8.4

(21.6)

38.9

2.5 11.0 0.3

3.6 0.6

0.1 0.1
0.2

3.7 3.2 11.2 0.3

(44.0) (19.5) (59.9) (11.1)

8.4 16.4 18.7 2.7

3.1

1.4

0.1

4.6

(40.4)

11.4

Principal species
of commercial
importance 50-99

Monterey Area

100-149 150-199 200-260

All
depths
comb. 50-99

Conception Area

100·149 150-199 200-260

All
depths
comb.

Pacific ocean perch
Yellowtail rockfish
Canary rockfish
S,lvergray rockfish
Darkblotched rockfish
Shortspine thornyhead
Bocaccio
Chili pepper

Subtotal
Percent of total

rockfish catch

Other prominent rockfish
Spillnose rockfish
Shortbelly rockfish'
Stripetail rockfish
Sharpchin rockfish
Redstripe rockfish
Widow rockfish
Rougheye rockfish

Subtotal
Percent of total

rockfish catch

All rockfish comb.

2.2
1.0

1.3

5.5
13.1
23.1

(28.3)

51.8
5.3

0.2

57.3

(70.1)

81.7

1.0

4.5 6.5 0.8
0.5 1.5 1.1

26.0 0.6
38.9 7.8
70.9 16.4 1.9

(45.2) (19.9) (6.6)

21.0 58.6 20.7
26.9 1.1
33.4 1.3 0.1

0.4

0.9 0.1
0.1

82.6 61.1 20.9

(52.6) (74.1) (73.1)

156.9 82.5 28.6

08
0.6 03

10 ~6

OB ~1 O~ OB
7.6 5.9 2.3

14.8 0.6 1.5
n.4 a8 19 ~9 06

(31.5) (28.0) (12.6) (3.4) (4.2)

21.0 0.1 13.7 24.0 11.0
25.2 3.1 3.0

9.3 12.4 9.5
0.1

0.3 1.0 0.1
0.2

55.9 16.6 26.3 24.0 112

(64.3) (68.3) (85.1) (91.6) (78.3)

86.9 24.3 30.9 26.2 14.3

0.1

0.1
0.3
2.3
0.6
3.4

(14.2)

11.2
1.7
6.2

0.3

19.4

(80.8)

24.0

, International North Pacific Fisheries Commission.
2Significant quantities of this species were found in midwater

to the rockfish biomass in the 100- to
200-fathom (183- to 366-m) zone in the
same region (Table 2), particularly in
the Columbia area.

Judging from midwater trawl catches
made during the hydroacoustic survey
(Dark et al., 1980) and incidental
rockfish catches made during the
Soviet-Polish midwater fishery for
Pacific whiting (French et al. 7), a sig-

'French, R., R. Nelson, 1. Wall, and D. Hennick.
1978. Data from the observations of foreign
fishing fleets off the coast of California, Oregon
and Washington, 1977. Unpub!. manuscr., 21 p.
Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, NMFS,
NOAA, 2725 Montlake Blvd. E., Seattle, WA
98112.

March-April/980

nificant portion of the widow rockfish
stock in the Vancouver-Columbia area
appears to exist in midwater, and the
biomass estimates in Table 3 probably
underestimate the actual biomass sub
stantially. Some midwater concentra
tions of yellowtail rockfish were also
encountered during the hydroacoustic
survey, but they were far less abundant
than widow rockfish. This is substan
tiated by data on incidental rockfish
catches made in the 1977 midwater
trawl fishery for Pacific whiting in the
Columbia area, since U.S. observers
reported that widow rockfish made up
69 percent of these catches while yel-

lowtail rockfish made up only 2 per
cent (French et al., footnote 7). No
large (>225 kg) midwater catches of
rockfish other than shortbelly rockfish,
widow rockfish, or yellowtail rockfish
were made during the hydroacoustic
survey (Dark et al., 1980), and
shortbelly rockfish was the only
species that was plentiful enough to
allow estimates of pelagic biomass to
be made.

Shortspine thomyheads are known to
extend out to about 500 fathoms (914
m) (Alton, 1972) in significant quan
tities, and the region surveyed in 1977
covered only the shallowest portions of

/5



Table 3.-Estimated demersal biomass (ill of key
rockfish species in the 5G- to 25G-fathom (91- to 457-m)
depth zone, as determined from 1977 rockfish survey
data.

their bathymetric range. The biomass
estimates in Table 3 substantially un
derestimate their total biomass as a re
sult. Catch rates for the 50- to 250
fathom (91- to 457 om) survey area were

llnternational North Pacific Fisheries Commission.
'Soulh of the Uniled States-Canada equidistant line.
JA substantial proportion of this stock is known to exist in
midwater, and this should not be interpreted as an estimate
of total biomass.
'A substantial proportion of this stock lies deeper than 250
fathoms, and this should nol be inlerpretea as an estimate of
total biomass.
'Including the area between lat. 40°25' and 40 30'N.

210 370
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mates for bocaccio and chilipepper
rockfish in the Monterey area are also
intermediate in their precision (±61
percent and ±41 percent, respectively)
and should be useful in the management
of these stocks.

Most estimates of rockfish biomass
obtained through demersal trawling are
relatively imprecise. Such estimates are
valuable at present, when no alternative
sources of stock assessment data are
available, but will become less valuable
as data on commercial catches, CPUE,
and age composition become available.

A substantial effort should be made
in the future to examine alternative sur
vey strategies for rockfish and to deter
mine the degree of sampling effort re
quired to produce more precise biomass
estimates. At present, it seems that
more precise estimates could be ob
tained by reducing the extent of the
survey area, using the 1977 survey re
sults to concentrate sampling effort in
the most important geographic
bathymetric areas and increasing the
number of hauls made within them. The
variance wi thi n such "index" areas
would be lower than that encountered
Juring the 1977 survey, but could still
be quite high given the .::ontagious na
ture of rockfish distributions.

"Adams, P. B. 1977 Th~ effect of spatial pat
terns of roCkfish (genus Sebastes) on sampling
strategies. Unpubl. manuscr., 19 p, Southwest
Fisheries Cenler, NMFS, NOAA, 3150 Paradise
Drive, Tiburon, CA 94920.
"Gunderson, D. R 1978 Results of cohort
analysis for PacIlic ucean perch ;,tocks off
British Columbia. Washington, and Oregon, and
an evaluation Jf alternativ~ rebuilding strategies
for thes~ st;)cks. Unpllbl. manuscr., 20 p.
Nonhwesl and\laska Fisheries Center, NMFS,
NOAA, 2725 Montlak.e Blvd E., Seattle, WA
9g 112.

Discussion
Results from the 1976 pilot survey

(Adams~; Gunderson and Nelson, foot
note 2) showed that most species of
rockfish are characteii2.ed by a highly
contagious spatial distribution, result
ing in a high degree of ~ampling vari
ability in trawl ~urvP)' data. Dense,
tightly-clustered aggregations were
periodically encountered during the
survey, and the re~ults from a single
large trawl catch can significantly in
crease both the biomass estimate for a
given spe(,ie~ and it~ variance.

Ninety percent cO:lfiJence intervals
around biomass estimates obtained In

1977 typically ranged from ±30 to 150
percent (Table 3), rel1ecting the same
order of variability encountered during
the pilot survey, although the extreme
ranges obtained for bank rockfish, S.
rufus, (±233 percent) and blackgill
rockfish, S. melanostomus, ( ±213 per
cent) in 1976 were seldom encoun
tered. The broadest ranges encom
passed by 90 percent confidence inter
vals were around biomass estimates for
canary rockfish in the Vancouver and
Eureka areas ( ± 168 percent and ± 161
percent, respectively), silvergray
rockfish in the Vancouver and Colum
bia areas (± 154 percent and ±347 per
cent, respectively) and chilipepper in
the Eureka area (±155 percent).

Estimates of Pacific ocean perch
biomass in the Vancouver and Colull.·
bia area (±112 percent and ±40 per
cent, respectively) and yellowtail
rockfish in the same areas ( ±99 percent
and ±72 percent) were of intermediate
precision. and a recent cohort analysis
or Pacific ocean perch stocks (Gunder
son 9) suggests that the point estimates
in Table 3 are realistic. Biomass esti-

highest In the Cape Flattery-Cape
Blanco region, although the largest
commercial landings of this species
(Fraidenburg et ai., 1977) occur in the
Eureka area.
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N. Conception
Bocaccio
Chili pepper
Splitnose
Shortbelly'
Stripetail
Shortspine thorny-

head 4

TOlal

Columbia
Pacific ocean perch
Canary
Yellowtail
Srlvergray
Bocacclo
Darkblotched
Splitnose
Rougheye
Widow3

Sharpchin
Redstripe
Shortspine thorny-

head 4

Total

Monterey
Bocaccio
Chili pepper
Yellowtail
Canary
Darkblotched
Splitnose
Shortbelly'
Stripetail
Shorlsprne thorny-

head 4

Tolal

s. Vancouver2

Pacific ocean perch
Canary
Yellowtail
Silvergray
Bocaccio
Darkblotched
Splitr.ose
Rougheye
WidowJ

Sharpchin
Redstripe
Shortspine thorny-

head4

Tolal

Eureka5

Pacific ocean perch
Canary
Yellowtail
Bocaccio
Chili pepper
Darkblotched
Splitnose
Stripetail
Shortspine thorny-

head 4

Total

INPFC' area
and species
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